
MARK JUNGERS
MUSIC:
1. I Don’t Want to Live  
    There 
2. The Johnson Farm
3. I’ll Be Home
4. Show Me a Sign
5. Fences
6. Silos & Smokestacks
8. Black Limousine

VIDEOS:
1. Wasn’t  Thinking
2. We Talk
3. Black Limousine

ALBUMS:

BRIEFLY:

CONTACT:

Mark and his band exemplify what lies at the heart of the best of Americana: gutsy, unpretentious 
music with soul and spirit. Despite his large catalog, there is no sameness to his songs, but they all 
reflect a common life thread that connects, and Jungers accomplishes this with an instantly appealing 
roots music approach. His songs are a by-product of time on the farm, time on the road and most of 
all, a deep commitment to the craft of songwriting.
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“In life and in art, Mark Jungers is a reality dealer. A trailblazing Americana singer, songwriter and 
musician with By God sod busting roots, Jungers lays out the perils, the  pitfalls  and  the  pleasures 
of life in equal measure. And, accompanied by a like-minded music-making crew, Jungers uses a 
mixture of country, folk,  rock  and more to get  that  reality  across  with  soul,  conviction and a 
solid backbeat.”
Jim Beal, Jr., KSYM- Third Coast Music Network DJ

“The Texas highways are littered with the discarded Texan songwriters who failed the authenticity 
sniff test. But veteran singer Mark Jungers has survived, writing songs that fit the here and now of 
rural Texas without sounding cheap or pandering.”
Calvin Powers, TaprootRadio.com 

“He’s working a niche within a niche, to be sure - folks who dig Robert Earl Keen and John Prine 
but want a deeper peek into literate, soulful modern folk would do well to start with Jungers...”
Mike Ethan Messick, Texas Music Scene

“Imagine Neil Young with a sense of humor or Jay Farrar on anti-depressants...welcome to the 
world of Mark Jungers, my favorite songwriter.”
Jeremy Halliburton, KTXN, Victoria, TX 

“Mark Jungers writes and sings about the type of human condition that is the true reason this coun-
try is able to stay on the course of greatness. He’s got grease on his hands and dirt and blood on his 
shirt. He connects. And that  is what music is supposed to do.  If  you have listeners that actually 
have to work for a living, One for the Crow is for them. Grab a shovel and dig. Mark does.”
Mattson Rainer, KNBT Radio, New Braunfels, TX

GENRES:

QUOTES:

www.MarkJungers.com

Americana – Alt. Country – Roots Rock – Folk Rock – Newgrass – Country – Singer/Songwriter 
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